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Invasion of Grenada stirs students’ ire
board. He said the rally would increase the public’s awareness on
the invasion.
"I think it will call people’s attention that not everybody agrees
on !he invasion. It would seem that
most Americans don’t have
enough information on the invasion," Castillo said. "Reagan believes we have tube in a war where
we’re a winner and Grenada was
an easy target."
After writing "We had our revolution, now let them have theirs,"
Castillo joined the march.
The protesters differed in
race, age and sex.
Some mothers marched while
carrying their daughters and some
men discussed Reagan’s foreign
policy as they walked back and
forth. Some came in suits and ties,
while others wore blue jeans.
Dan Moonshine said he was
protesting because the invasion
upset him considerably.
"I don’t see any reason for it. I
think it’s part of Reagan’s effort to
turn back the clock to the days of
U.S. imperialism in Latin America," he said.
Groups that took part in the
march included the San Jose
Peace Center. SJSU’s Students for
Peace and the campus group, The
Committee in Solidarity with El
Salvador.
Tracy Richardson. an undeclared sophomore at SJSU who
was marching at the government
building, said she was protesting
because the invasion went against
international law.
"I think the invasion of Grenada was illegal as far as the U.N.
charter goes and it may be against
the U.S. Constitution," she said.
Holding a banner that read
"The choice is nonviolence or nonexistence." said Pat O’Connell of
the Peace Center, agreeing with
continued on page 3

By Jeff Barbosa
Groups opposing Tuesday’s irvasion of Grenada protested at
SJSU and the county government
building Friday.
Chanting "U.S. out of Grenada
now, approximately 125 people
marched along the corner of West
Bedding and North First streets.
The rally was the second part
to one held earlier in front of the
Student Union at SJSU.
"Reagan, Bush, you can’t hide
we charge you with genocide,"
was one of the battle cries Friday
afternoon from several groups of
protesters outside the Union. They
were voicing their disapproval of
the United States’ involvement in
Beirut and Grenada.
Larry Dougherty, Associated
Students vice president, said it
was a "spontaneous rally," and
the first stop of the protesters’
march. They departed for the Federal Building downtown after approximately an hour outside of the
Union.
There was a small contingent
of Reagan supporters at the noon
who rerally, but one observer
fused to be identified said they
were denied expression of their
views.
The rally was spearheaded by
such groups as the Women’s Center, the Committee in Solidarity
with El Salvador and La Cosa
Nueva.
The second rally, sponsored by
the same groups, began outside
the county building at the corner of
North First and Bedding three
hours later.
Instead of marching around
the county government building,
the protesters decided to walk up
and down the corner where more
people would see them.
As the march started, one
man, Juan Castillo, stayed behind
to write a sign on a piece of card-
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J Dean McClashey
Zizwe Mtafuta-Ukweli speaks to students in front of the
Student Union. The students protested the U.S. invasion of

e CalPIRG funding still unsettled after seven months
By Jeff Barbosa
Seven months after students voted to
establish a California Public Interest Research Group chapter on campus, talks between the group and the California State
University administration have yet to solve
the issue of funding the group.
At question is how the group is to be
funded. SJSU students voted last spring to
fund a chapter by raising student fees $3.
However, CSU general counsel said there is
no legal authority for a campus to collect an
optional fee on behalf of CalPIRG.
?
CalPIRG is a consumer and environmental interest group run by students who
are advised by a paid staff.
In the past, CalPIRG projects have included publishing information on renters’
rights, fighting high utility rates and re-

’I’m confident that there will be a CalPIRG chapter at SJSU
by next year Bob Shireman, chair of CalPIRG’s state board of directors
searching community right -to-know laws
which inform the public where toxic wastes
are located.
"Large institutions tend to be slow to
change," said Bob Shireman, chairman of
CalPIRG’s state board of directors.
The UC CalPIRGs also had trouble getting established, he said.
"Each time students would say ’Hey we
passed this fee now what are you going to
do’," Shireman said.
He said through negotiations the chapters were established and eventually the

CSU would also have CalPIRG chapters.
"I’m confident there will be a CalPIRG
chapter at SJSU by next year," Shireman
said.
Without the funds, the consumer advocacy organization cannot start any research
projects. Hindman said this has resulted in
some confusion among students who are unfamiliar with the group.
"People have a vague idea about what
CalPIRG is, but they’re not sure," Hindman
said.
Without any funds for projects. Cal -

The committee voted unain
mously not to accept additional
first -floor handicapped parking
spaces as a substitute for an elevator in the new student parking garage. The garage will be constructed on the corner of Fourth
and San Carlos streets next year.

Hindman said the students were able to

Other PIRG chapters are working on
developing superfunds to cleanup toxic
chemical spills and community right -to
know laws which inform people where hazardous wastes are located.
The Eastern PIRGs in New York, Massachusetts and New Jersey, were more effective in the past than those in the western
states, Shireman said.
However, California’s PIRGs improved
when the individual PIRGs were united two
years ago, he said. Until then, the chapters
in the various universities were not linked
together.

Sproul Plaza to hear speeches and
wave banners.
After a short-lived shouting
match with a group who waved
American flags and identified themselves as Young Republicans, the
protesters marched around campus
and stopped at the ROTC building,
where helmeted policemen guarded
the entrance.
Campus spokesman Ray Colvig
said the demonstrators chanted
"ROTC Off Campus," lobbed a couple of rocks "that didn’t come near
any police" and threw an egg. They
made no attempt to enter the building.
The group, then numbering be-

tween 250 and 400, moved off campus to Berkeley’s main street, Shattuck Avenue. As the crowd surged
past a Bank of America branch, one
demonstrator threw a rock through
a bank window but disappeared into
the crowd before police could reach
him, according to Detective Michael
Holland.
No one was hurt in the bank,
where employees and customers
were urged to stay away from the
windows until the crowd passed.
The group then staged an impromptu rally at the intersection of
Shattuck and University avenues,
where police cordoned off streets for
about 30 minutes, Holland said.

AIDS can strike anybody, panel says
By Jennifer Koss
AIDS is not just a gay issue.
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome may
also victimize heterosexuals, children and babies, so
responsibility for the disease lies with society.

"An elevator will definitely be
needed in the garage," committee
secretary Sue Crespi said.
There also are disabled students who don’t have the special
"handicapped" license plates who
would be ticketed for parking in
the handicapped parking spaces,
Crespi said.

continued on page 3

The conference was attended by 240 people, Hindman said, who sat in on workshops
and shared information on research projects.

About 1,BERKELEY (API
000 people opposed to the U.S. invasion of Grenada rallied at the University of California’s Berkeley
campus Thursday. later spilling
onto city streets where one demonstrator broke a bank window.
And in Santa Cruz, about 800
people protested what the mayor
called this country’s "imperialist
machine," ending their hour-long
demonstration with a symbolic "die
in."
There were no arrests and no
injuries at either rally, police said.
Shouting "No Intervention" and
"U.S. Out of Grenada," the Berkeley crowd gathered at noon on

By Mark Johnson
The SJSU Mainstreaming Advisory Committee explored methods of making the SJSU campus
* more accessib:e to handicapped
students Thursday at its second
meeting of the academic year.

The possibility of using a shuttle bus to transport disabled students from their parking places to

PIRG has concentrated its efforts on registrating voters and increasing student awareness.
On Oct. 22 and 23 seven people from
SJSU attended the Western PIRG Conference at the University of Oregon.

give advice to each other and dicuss how to
organize, research and publish reports.

Invasion of Grenada protested

" Handicapped
want elevator
to be included
in new garage

ill

Grenada on campus Friday morning. Later in the day. the
marched in front of the county govern1114.11( !HI Wing.

This was the message about 50 people heard during a panel discussion held Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in
the Student Union Costanoan Room.

Mark McMaster’
Disabled Service Coordinator Marty schulter is the chairman
of the Mainstream Advisory Committee. It met on Thursday.

Members of the panel were Dr. Richard Ingraham, SJSU biology professor and representative for
San Jose’s AIDS/Kaposi’s Sarcoma Foundation,
Sheila Worley, a registered nurse at Stantord’s intensive care unit and Bill Boyer. former lover of a de-

ceased AIDS victim.
"There’s a lot of politics associated with this disease," Worley said. "Any life-threatening thing that
is very dramatic, and takes young men away so fast.
is going to really hit you."
Ingraham chided the media for creating hysteria
and misinformation about the disease. He said Ow
AIDS ’KS Foundation is closely monitoring the press
and "will come down hard" on anyone implying that
AIDS is a "plague" or a strictly gay disease.
-It’s a pathogen which can affect any person
babies, children, women, straights, gays," he said.
continued on page 3
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EDITORIAL

Scopes II?
the beginning, the framers of the ConInstitution observed what happens when
government has the power to promote a
religion. They saw it was not good.
They envisioned a government free from
association with any religion, and to achieve
that goal, created the First Amendment. It
declared, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." The
amendment has proven to be one of the most
thoughtfully conceived pieces of law ever
written; yet it is still picked and scratched
at.
Some of the most recent snipings have
come in the form of so-called scientific creationism laws, which seek to pass off religious tenets as scientific evidence.
In at least 20 states, creationists have
sought to pass or succeeded in passing laws
which require the teaching of creation science whenever the theory of evolution is
taught in public school. The creationists
want equal time and claim their laws still
prohibit the teaching of religion.
Yet observe what a few of their "theories" entail, as set down in Arkansas’ now
defunct Act 590: Creation of the universe and
life within it "from nothing:" explanation of
the earth’s geology by catastrophism, including the occurrence of a worldwide flood;
relatively recent inception of the earth and
"living kinds," recognition that men and
apes have separate ancestry; and recognition that mutation alone cannot account for
the life forms on earth.
So much for science. Not only are the
creationists’ tenets terribly vague, they fly
in the face of recognized scientific theories
which have withstood the rigors of testing
and debate.
U.S. District Judge William Overton saw
the Arkansas act for what it was and ruled it
unconstitutional.
Unfortunately, the Louisiana Supreme
Court failed to see things the same way, and
recently upheld a nearly identical law. The
court ignored the issue of separation of
church and state, focusing instead on
whether the state legislature can pass a law
establishing what can be taught in public
schools.
The case will probably be appealed in
federal court. We hope the court sees the law
as Overton saw its contrived twin: "simply
and purely an effort to introduce the Biblical
version of creation into the public school curricula."
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again. How ironic it
mighty United States in the face
is that the Beirut incident represented the largest loss of
American lives in one day since the Vietnam War.
What was established as a peacekeeping effort in
the turbulent Middle East has turned into another diplomatic failure for the United States.
As Sen. Alan Cranston, D -California, said of Lebanon: "We appear lobe in a no-win situation again."
In other words, the Reagan Administration has been
backed into a corner by its own policies as well as a
group bent on intimidating the United States and getting
it to remove its troops from the war-tattered area.
There is no way the Reagan Administration can
back down in the region, it says, especially after the
efforts it has made to establish its global military pies -

Rowdy fans far from a class act
at Spartan football games
Editor:
I’m an avid football fan ( I have season tickets and
wouldn’t miss a game) and enjoy participating in
cheering for the Spartans.
However, I feel some of my peers could show a little
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Day of the dead
(or school daze)
"Zombiism exists and is a societal phenomenon
that can be explained logically.- Time Magazine
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U.S. is once again trying to win a ’no -win’ war
The United States’ invasion of Grenada has momentarily taken Americans’ minds off last Sunday’s tragic
massacre in Beirut.
Yet, nobody can afford to turn his back on that October day when more than 200 members of the American
peacekeeping force were killed.
This was the day when the Third World slapped the

Craig Carter

ence. To back down now would be to admit defeat, a
word that doesn’t exist in Reagan’s vocabulary.
It has also been maintained that by leaving the
country now, we would literally leave it to the wolves.
The Soviet -backed Syrians will resume the control over
the country it has always enjoyed.
Despite these seemingly valid arguments, there is
no ignoring that American soldiers in the area are in
danger, not to mention the fact that they are there for
the wrong reasons.
If we keep our 1,800 Marines in Beirut, they become
easy targets for the factions involved. The Marines have
been instructed to shoot only if shot at or to request
naval gunfire from ships deployed off the Lebanon
coast.
In addition to Sunday’s casualties, nine Marines
were killed by snipers.
By keeping U.S. troops there merely to save face.
Reagan is misusing his position to deliver a message,
which is: "No one is gonna push us around."
Ti) stay there for purely cosmetic reasons is to ignore the main issue which is peace in the Middle East.
But can that even be achieved
especially when
there are so many groups involved? The United States
has, in a sense, become a marriage counselor for a
polygamy of social unrest.
From within, The Moslems and the Druze are
looking for more representation in the country’s government, which is mostly made up of Christians. Christians
are the minority in the Lebanese population.
Meanwhile, the Syrians from the north would like to
maintain the control they’ve historically had. The Israelies have also intervened in the country’s affairs.
And what about all those small splinter groups in

the regions?
It must also be remembered that the United States
has rarely intervened in foreign civil wars successfully.
Yet history has again been ignored.
In a recent interview in the Christian Science Monitor, Gen. Inder Jit Rikhye, an expert in Mid-East affairs tried to explain the fiasco. He said the United
States can no longer act as a peacekeeper after it has
engaged in battle.
"Did they really believe they were only peacekeepers and the attacks they made on several Lebanese
factions would not have any real consequences," he
said.
He also maintained that the United States had failed
to protect its troops in the region. Indeed, it was a stupid
move to house all of those Marines in one place, especially since the Beirut Airport had been under attack for
quite a while. As the cliche goes: "It was like shooting
fish in a barrel."
President Reagan has insisted that he will not withdraw troops from Lebanon and has, in fact, sent replacements for the Marines who were killed or injured.
He will not step up military action in the region for
fear of U.S.Soviet confrontation, he says.
Congress, in the meantime, is powerless to remove
the troops because it has given the president permission
to maintain the troops for 18 months. Any action it takes
would surely be vetoed.
So the options are simple. Either protect the Marines to ensure maximum safety, or look for a diplomatic way out that would both save face and minimize
the danger to the U.S.built Lebanon.
More importantly, we should find a way out as soon
as possible.

I followed the glassy-eyed, lumbering ghoul. lt
wasn’t hard; he walked slow, and seemingly aimlessly. He ended up at a conference room deep in
the recesses of the Wahlquist Library.
Eleven other glassy-eyed ghouls of both sexes
were already there, perched upright in wooden
chairs around a large table.
Nobody noticed my entrance. In fact, nobody
seemed to notice much of anything.
A gavel lay on the table, and the guy I had
followed picked it up and attempted to pound the
table as if he was calling a meeting to order. It was
hard to tell, as he was weak, and he ended up brushing the meeting to order.
"Wel .. . come," he said to the zombies before
him. "You’re . . . probably . . . not . . . wondering
. . why I .. called . .. you here . . . today," he
rambled.
Nobody responded, moaned, or even responded. One zombie farted. Two had already
fallen asleep.
"It’s . . ti
. me .
. . . organize," he
squeezed out.
"Do . . . we . . . haaave t00000?" one zombie
asked.
"I . .. am . . too . . . bu . . sy . . for that."
something said.
"All riiiight . .." something else said, "buuuut
. . . only .. . iiff . . . it . . . doesn’t . . . cost me . .
anything."
"Organize . . . for . . . what," something else
again, said.
"So. . . we . . . can become . . . a force .
on
. . campus . . . so that . . . we can have . . . !shirts made,"the leader said.
I was haying trouble staying awake.
"Will . .. they . . . be . . . muscle shirts?" a
zombie asked.
"The shirts. . . aren’t . . . the point," the leader
droned, but he was having trouble keeping the zombie’s attention. Three more had nodded off, and one
had opened up his physics notes.
"Disorganized . . .as we are. . . we’ve. . .shut
. . ourselves off. . . from school . . . activities. We
... get no .. . booth at . . . the food bizare," he
barely said. "We . . . gel no . . . king or . . . queen
candi . . . dates, and. .. the Daily. . . doesn’t write
. about us."
"But . . . I spend . . . a lot of . . time at the . . .
Pub," a voice groaned from the floor.
"Yeah . . . sometimes four . . . of us . . . get
together... . for a. . . pitcher," said something in a
high school jersey.
"Hey . . . solidarity," said something out of this
world.
I got bored and left at that point, sot didn’t hear
the rest of the meeting.
Later, I saw one of the people from the meeting
in a class. I hadn’t noticed him before, I noticed
several more in another class. They’d never said
anything in class, never anything to me, and I’d
never said anything to them.
Still later, I watched them file into the parking
garage.
And I watched them file out, slowly, one by one
. one by one . . . one by one . . .
Craig Carter is the Daily’s feature editor. His
column appears every Monday and Thursday.

The Forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’
comments on any topic. The viewpioints expressed in opinion
articles are those of the author. Editorials appearing on this page
are the opinion of the Spartan Daily.
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LETTERS
All letters must bear the writer’s no se, signature,
major, phone number and class standmg. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for length, grammar and libel.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
more class.
Their drunken behavior and usage of four-letter
words show little respect for themselves or the fans
around them.
Furthermore, sections 131135 {student tickets) are
unreserved seats first come, first seated. A small
group of students had cordoned off about 12 rows of
seating for the Greeks. and 10 minutes before the kick -
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off were telling fans that "the seats were saved."
C’mon guys, let’s show a little more class. Football
games can be enjoyed without the overconsumption of
beer or liquor, use of four-letter words and hoarding of
seats for our friends.
Catherine (’rader
Public Relations
senior

Anderson’s Unity party seems
like a good idea, but
Editor:
As a citizen angered by President Reagan’s policies
both here and abroad, John Anderson’s National Unity
Party might seem like a good place to reinvest my hope
(and my vote).
This would be the case, were it not for my strong
belief that the person most likely to wish Anderson
"good luck" on the campaign trail is, you guessed it,
Reagan himself their political policies are very different, but voters should know that a gain for Anderson
means a gain for Reagan.
This former Republican seems to offer every liberal

r

cure in stock for our nation’s current pains. You name
it, it’s there. He opposes almost everything Reagan
stands for. If you listen to the Democratic candidates for
the presidency, you’ll find that most of them do, too.
Oh, perhaps political tealities keep them from being
as sharp-tongued as Anderson. Each Democratic candidate knows that whoever wins the nomination has a
good chance of becoming president.
Anderson, on the other hand, can be as politically
bold as he chooses because he knows where he stands.
I am in favor of most of the things that Anderson
stands for, but I wonder where he’s been the past three
years. The man seems to pop up around election years
like, red, white, and blue crepe paper, and then disappear.
While I admit there are flaws in a two-party system,
I am unwilling to throw away my vote for quixotic reasons when I believe that many of the policies Anderson
claims as his own could be realized if a strong, Democratic candidate becomes president.
Lisa (.riest
languages
sophomore
( Editor’s note: As a language major, we think you
should refer to rule 14 in Strunk & White’s Element’s of
Style for sentence agreement.)
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Grenada fight spurs protests

Trick or treat?

continued from page)
Richardson’s view,
"I think its a crime against internstional law. If the people allow this, it sill
be Reagan’s policy to invade any country
which he feels is a threat." he said .
Richard Ramirez, an SJSU freshman.
held a sign saying -Honk if you agree."
"A few people honk their horns and a
few people flip us off. About nine out of ten
just pass right by." he said.
The lack of a response lxithered Ramirez.
"There’s so many people who don’t

register any feeling. People have to start
thinking about these things." Ramirez
said.
Stephen Voss. an SJSU philosophy in.
sl,oa
ti rulctior. said the invasion was unconstitu.
O’Connell summed up the general
point of all the speakers.
"Violence only begets violence The
only way we’re going to change things is
by nonviolent actions," he said.
Staff writer Dean Kahl contributed to
this

story

Accommodations considered
coot inued from page 1
SJSt classrooms was also
Committee
discussed.
Chairman Marty Schuller
said there is "a good possibility" a special shuttle for
the handicapped may be in
operation as early as next
semester.
Handicapped accessibility to the new automated
teller machines the Student Union plans to install
later this year was also discussed.
"It would ht. a lot easier for able-bodied persons
to bend down a little more
to the lower height of the
ATM’s modified to accommodate persons in wheelchairs," said Frank Rogers, committee member,

Paul Anderson poses with ’Elliot’ after winning the Halloween costume contest at the Amphitheatre Friday.
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AIDS symptoms include persistent fevers and
sweating, dry coughs unrelated to a cold or smoking,
shortness of breath with
minor exertion, loss of
weight, extreme fatigue,
blurred vision and headskin
persistent
aches,
rashes and diarrhea.
Swollen lymph nodes
have also been associated
with the disease, but Ingra

Mainstreaming
Thc
Committee’s
Advisory
next meeting will be held
on Tuesday, Nov. 15. Further information on the
meetings may be obtained
through SJSI’ Disabled
Sirs He
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It’s a party to raise

the Dead!/

Judge drops
charges against
draft resisters

AIDS research
topic of forum
continued from page I
’If you get the bug, you have the disorder, because bugs
aren’t discriminatory with regards to the sex or the
,exual behavior."
Worley developed an interest in the disease through
her work at Stanford, she said, and decided to do her
master’s thesis on the topic.
Dr. Ingraham is one of the founders of Santa Clara
County’s AIDS/KS Foundation, located at 710 N. First
St., in San Jose.
The foundation is concerned with research and with
public information. It consists of a hot line operating
(rom noon -9 p.m., support groups for victims and people
concerned about the disease and a speaker’s bureau to
inform the public about AIDS.
The foundation, established last June, exists
t hrough private donations and a state grant of $37,000.
David Steward, a licensed clinical/social psychotherapist, is director of the foundation.
"We are in touch with the best expertise here in
Santa Clara County," Ingraham said, "but also, we’re
affiliated with national experts), and we’ll probably be
creating more liaison connections and networks
hroughout the Bay Area."
The foundation is currently involved with five AIDS
cases, and Stanford is working with 15-20, Ingraham
,aid, but he projects "by December, over 400 cases in
the Bay area..
Next to New York, which has over 1000 cases,
’we’re about the second largest concentration of AIDS
persons in the country," he said.
There are several different diseases associated with
AIDS. Kaposi’s Sarcoma , a cancer of the tissues beneath the skin and mucous-secreting membranes, and
pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, a pneumonia caused
* by a protozoa (single cell t. are two of the most common.
AIDS was first diagnosed in the United States in
1979, Dr. Ingraham said.
Since then, the disease has claimed 80 percent of its
victims within two years after symptoms first appear.
The incubation period can be as long as 18 months.
Bill Hoyer became involved with AIDS when his
no lover, John Raya, contracted the disease. Raya first
exhibited symptoms last January. Royer said.
Raya realized he had AIDS in June, Hoyer said, but
wasn’t diagnosed until September. He entered the hospital Sept. 12 and died Sept. 23.
"I think that something we need to be aware of as
gay people is that much of the medical profession is
really unaware of AIDS and the symptoms and what to
look for," Hoyer
said. "John managed to go
through his entire illness
and the doctor he worked
for had no idea of his problem."
Spartan Daily

"than a would be lor the
wheelchair person to reach
the machines at their normal height."
Members of a task
force appointed by the
committee at its last meeting reported on the efforts
made by Foothill Junior
College to accommodate
its handicapped students.
According to Schuller.
Foothill is a "model campus" in that it seems to
have succeeded in those el
forts.
Schuller said Foothill
has labeled all its classrooms, bathrooms, and office doors with braille lettering to accommodate its
blind students. Foothill did
this at a cost of $6.500

TONIGHT
9:00 pm to Close

MADISON. Wis. ( AP,
A U.S. magistrate has
recommended dismissal of
draft resistance charm’s
against a local man. sit
t ci
regulations
the
adopted without allowing
60 days for public corn
meat.

Midnight Costume
Contest
1st Prize $100
other prizes too!
Drink Specials..
Margaritas $1.50
Long Islands $1.95
and more

The regulations were
published July 18, 19841. 32
days after the first pub’
lion in the Federal Itc.
ter, he said.
Gillam Kerley. 22, was
indicted in September 1982
and pleaded "not guilty lis
reason of sanity."

VALCO/10330 N. Wolfe Road, Cupertino
(408) 255-5747
Richard Ingraham
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ham said they do not mean the person is an AIDS victim.
"If you have enlarged lymph nodes, it’s nothing to
worry about in regards to AIDS unless you have fevers
and sweats, because your lymph nodes can swell up in
response to other pathogens."
AIDS is an acquired, rather than a congenital disease and the general concensus is that AIDS is not con
tagious by casual contact. There have been no reports of
members of the medical profession contracting AIDS as
a result of treating the disease, Ingraham said.
Rather, the disease is thought to be transmitted
through intimate sexual contact and the sharing of hypodermic needles. In other words, by activity in which
bodily fluids, such as blood and semen, are exchanged.
There are several hypotheses on what causes AIDS
Ingraham said, but no definite answers.
"This happens to be caused, not by a gene, but to
some environmental agent that we don’t know." he Said
Hypotheses include the theory that victims’ ini mune systems may be simply worn out, or a fungus ma
create a chemical that suppresses the immune system.
"I think there is convincing evidence that maybe
this has always existed or the pathogen may have newl
mutated and now is getting elsewhere because of jet
travel, holidays, etcetera."
The prevalent theory, Ingraham said, is that AIDS
is caused by a virus that may have existed in Zaire.
Africa for millenia and somehow found it’s way to Ell
rope and the United States.
Treatment at this stage is largely experimental.
Ingraham said.
"We really don’t have a rational therapy. lininutio
logy is a very new field and for that reason, only physi
clans who have been out of medical school recently are
upon it."
Since physicians have no way to treat the immune
deficiency itself, they must treat each new infection, or
symptom, of AIDS as it occurs.
"Some people who come to us and are very anxious,
they want to have all the tests performed to find out if
they’re safe." Ingraham said. "Regretfully, there’s
nothing that can really be done at this stage until you
have overt symptoms. It’s just a waste of money."
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Lights burn longer in California homes
SACRAMENTO I AP - The average
California home used more electricity in
July than the year before and had a higher
bill, the Energy Commission reported Friday.
The average household electricity
consumption was 480 kilowatt hours, 3.9
percent higher than July 1982, the commission said in its Energy Watch publication.
The July statewide average residential bill was $32.44 for electricity, 2 percent above the average July 1982 bill.

Total natural gas sales were 15 1 1,11
therms for the 12-month period ending
July 1983, the commission said. That was
11 percent less than the year before. Thr.
main reason for the increase was that
power plants used less natural gas to gen
crate electricity because of reduced de
mand and an abundance of water for hy
droelectric power.
The statewide average cost if natural
gas to residences was 58 cents per therm.
compared to 47.7 cents a year earlier. a
21.6 percent increase.
I ion
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"Violent Femmes is already as fine and exciting
and intelligent rock n’ roll band as we have ever had."
Mikal Gilmore
L.A. Herald Examiner

Performing a free concert on Halloween
12:30 p.m. Student Union Ballroom. San Jose State University
F
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Jack-o-lantern landscape

’Folk-punk-skiffle-rock’
to hit S.U. Ballroom
By Gail Taylor
If you’ve never heard the music of the
Violent Femmes. you may be in for a bigger Halloween treat than you expected
The young male trio from Milwaukee.
Brian Ritchie, Gordon Gano. and Victor
Delorenzo, will rock the Student Union this
afternoon with its exciting sound of "folkpunk-skiffle-rock."
Delorenzo, an accomplished percussionist and jazz drummer, plays a small
drum set featuring a tranceaphone. a single-headed floor torn covered with a metal
wash basin.
Ritchie. who plays rhythmic and meIodic riffs, alternates between an electric
bass and an acoustic mariachi bass.
Lead vocalist and guitarist. Gann, 20,
writes all the songs for the group. His ly-

tics rang, mum humorous to desperate
and sometimes ...vitally evplicit
The group. Alecti began as a street
corner s)itipliom. has develved into
ca I 14.,1
Oi the finest and
brightest Amen1 an rock and roll bands
album."
debui
\’iolent
Femmes."
Their
was released a lotIc noire than a year ago
oil
din] ilie iiireadY sparked
sounds in Pia, acros, the nation
Their still’eSS MO he due to the
change they lid% e made in rock n roll.
,’rage loud,
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inind.blint mg rock but instead. a low -vol,
ume mixture nt soma!, with sardoin,
mantic overtones
takaw ,roaber national lout
w ill bring their new
the 1.101init Felon
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A Menlo Park resident displays an array of pumpkins
in his backyard as part of a Halloween celebration.

The pumpkin carver experiments with the saying, "If
at first you don’t succeed, carve, carve again.

SAE takes softball title
in state championship

Fresno couple flees Grenada
Medical student, wife feared being caught in civil war cross -fire
Robert and Susan MofHi ESN( Al’
fatt ci Fresno waited overnight for American
soldiers to find them in a barricaded dormitory
on Grenada and then praised their rescuers for
heroism.
Back in Fresno Thursday. Moffatt said, "It
makes me glad to be an American."
The 29-year -old student at St. George’s Universitv medical school and his wife feared they
would be caught in the cross-fire of a civil war if
they hadn’t been rescued.
"It is a Third World country, and I love the
Grenada people," he said. "We hated to leave
but appreciate living in a country where the
government is organized and where we don’t
have to worry about revolutionary takeovers
every lour or five years."
The Mid taIls stayed home at their lodgings
a few miles from the main college dormitory
during a round-the-clock curfew after a coup
left one set if Marxist leaders dead and another

South Africa white leaders
promote racial segregation
JtillANNEStillitt, South Atrica
HAP, --Gladys Govender may be an
ideal tenant. but she is the wrong color.
When she moved into the shabby
row house four years ago, she spent $1. Soo IIc replace doors, fix broken windOWS, put in a new water healer and
install kitchen flooring.
Inc March 1982, a court convicted
Govender. a South African Indian, of
living illegalI in a white neighborhood
of Johannesburg with ger five children.
Volunteer lawyers won an appeal
against her eviction order in a test case
that trite :mist evictions based on race.
Now, on the eve of a referendum on
a new constitution which would give the
vote and limited representation to Indians and mixed-race people, the government has again threatened "drastic
measures" against Indians and coloreds living in white areas.
In reviving the issue, the white-minority government apparently wanted
to assure conservative whites that giving Indians and coloreds the South
African term for people of mixed race
the. vote won’t mean they can live
next door as well. The referendum on
Nov. 2, South Africa’s most important
ballot in 22 years, is for white voters
only.
The government proposed new constitution would create separate parliamentary chambers for 850,000 Asians,
mostly Indians. and 2.7 million "coloreds," the official term for people of
mixed race. The black majority of 21
million, legally classed as "migrants"
in South Africa, would remain without
represent a I ion.
Militant opponents pounced on the
government threat to crack down on
"illegals" in white areas as proof that
the new constitution will entrench
white domination in South Africa
rather than clear a path for reform.
Some moderate colored and Indian
leaders said they would reconsider
their support for the new constitution
because of the government threat.
The Group Areas Act is a pillar of
apartheid or race segregation, dividing
residential areas among the nation’s
whites, coloreds and Indians. The five
million whites are assigned the choice
sections of central cities and suburbs,
with Indians and coloreds restricted to
fringe townships. Blacks are confined
to tribal homelands and townships by
another set of laws known as influx control.
But in Johannesburg, the nation’s
largest city, the color lines have become blurred. With 10,000 colored and
Indian families on official waiting lists
for housing, coloreds and Indians quietly moved into areas declared "white"
in the past four or five years. Landlords, faced with vacancies as whites
moved to the suburbs, often sought out
the illegal tenants.
Periodic campaigns to evict some
of the estimated 10.000 illegals were
tied up in court by volunteer anti-apartheid laywers. Meanwhile whole streets

advised the group Wednesday that help would
come soon and the sound of explosions would be
a good sign.
"Sure enough, half an hour after we heard
the explosions, machine guns, shouting, I felt
the floor and walls tremble," Moffatt said.
"Then down the hallway, a door smashed. A
U.S. soldier said, ’Freeze. Nobody move.’ Then
someone knocked our door down and said the
same thing."
Machine gun fire continued. Soldiers led
the Moffatts single-file out of their lodgings. He
noticed hotels were leveled on both sides of the
dormitory. Cuban housing across the street and
anti-aircraft batteries were destroyed.
"I saw choppers go down," Moffatt said,
describing American losses.
One rescue helicopter would load up and
withdraw just as another arrived.
"We didn’t like being in the middle of it,"
Moffatt said.

in charge.
Moffatt called it a "shoot -first, questionlater curfew."
"I knew the situation was hot, that it was
not our country and that maybe it was best not
to be there. We were waiting for the curfew to
be over." his wife said.
Listening to radio broadcasts, the first
word of the impending American arrival came
when Grenadian radio announced the possibility of an "imperialistic invasion."
The Moffatts blocked open windows with
mattresses when the shooting started Tuesday
and waited for their rescuers.
"We did think about being injured, but I felt
good with the Marines out there," Mrs. Moffatt
said.
Moffatt recalled "hearing gunfire and
bombs, and we all moved into two buildings."
Americans waited 50 to a room through a
sleepless Tuesday night. A ham radio operator

in several poor white suburbs, including Govender’s Mayfair, became integrated.
Two weeks before the referendum,
Community Development Minister Pen
Kotze visited Mayfair and pledged relentless action against the "infiltration." He said, "These people didn’t
live in the sky before they came to Mayfair. They can go back where they
came from."
Govender, 53, said in an interview
she has been on the waiting list for a
home in the Indian township of Lenasia
for almost 20 years. She said she had no
choice but to move into Mayfair four
years ago, where she pays $50 a month
in rent.
"The neighbors are quite happy,"
she said. "We live together peacefully."
Her nieces and nephews played
ball on the front porch with white children from next door. Neighbor Doreen
Manson, who is white, said of Govender, "She’s better than the last
(white) tenants. We’ve never had any
trouble."
But Manson said she worried that
the government might declare Mayfair
an Indian group area after the referendum and force the remaining whites to
move.
According to the Institute for Race
Relations, more than 600,000 families,
nearly all of them Indian and colored,
have been forced to move from their
homes in three decades of the Group
Areas Act. Many of the Indians in Mayfair came from nearby Pageview when
that former Indian area was declared
white.
Manson said if she is forced to
move to the new white housing built in
Pageview, her rent will rise from 650 to
$270 a month. "If they just leave us like
we are now, we’re quite happy," she
said.
Plasterer William Kelly, who rents
a room in Mayfair. reflected the view of
some conservative whites. He said that
the government had set it aside for
whites and it should stay that way.
Another white neighbor, Anna da
Silva, countered, "I don’t know what all
the fuss is about. I say if you can afford
to live there, you should be allowed to
live there."
The Financial Mail, an influential
business weekly that had endorsed the
new constitution, called for Kotze’s resignation, saying his remarks were
"some of the most offensive imaginable" and played into the hands of
those who said the constitution merely
entrenches white rule.
Cassim Saloojee, an Indian community leader who opposes the constitution, said. "The government is trying
desperately to win over white rightwing voters. On th- eve of the voting
they are shamelessly trying to exploit
the homeless. They want to show they
are as racist as the most racist rightwing groups in this country."

The Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity came from behind more than once
during its first place finish in the California All-Greek Softball Championship.
Five SJSU fraternity houses sent
teams to the University of California.
Santa Barbara to compete in the double
elimination tournament the weekend of
Oct. 22 and 23.
The fraternities participating were
Alpha Tau Omega, Kappa Sigma. Phi
Delta Theta, SAE. and Theta Chi.
The competition the SJSU teams
faced included such schools as University’s of California at Los Angeles and
Berkley, and the University of Southern California.
In the finals, SAE defeated the favored defending champions Delta Chi
from San Diego State by a scar’,

Churchless priest tangles

with bishop over politics
the program. Del Valle, seeing himself as
a champion of the poor, railed against the
church’s connection with the program and
wrote letters criticizing Bishop Francisco
Reus Roylan.
After Del Valle. refused the bishop
entry to his church last year, Reus placed
him under ecclesiastical discipline Nov.
12.
On April 5, the church was padlocked.
In July, Del Valle and his wife, Dolly, were
ordered out of the parsonage.
The priest’s challenge to authority has
drawn attention throughout this island.
"This is a new vision of the church,"
said Del Valle. "It is no longer a matter of
ritual and nothing more, but of life. The
Christian must walk with those who suffer
. . . in the struggle of change."
Reus spoke of "our attempt to seek a
balance" between the teaching of the Gospel and how the church deals with the poor
within the framework of the community.
The two sides are stalemated. The
congregation remains loyal to the excommunicated priest. The bishop is seeking a
contempt-of-court charge that could put
Del Valle in jail.

Barred
YAUCO, Puerto Rico (AP
trom entering his church, locked out of his
home and faced with a criminal charge, a
Puerto Rican priest lives and preaches on
the sidewalk as he continues his challenge
to the Episcopal Church’s leadership.
"As a Christian, one should struggle
for liberation at all levels," Pedro Del
Valle Tirado, 36, explained. "I see no conflict between being a Christian and a
Marxist-Leninist."
On Sunday mornings and two weeknights, his bed on the sidewalk is pushed
aside and dozens of metal chairs are set up
for church services.
Since July 12, the priest has been
under court order to stay out of the San
Rafael Archangel Church and parsonage,
where he was pastor for seven years.
Political differences with the Episcopal Church’s bishop were capped by Del
Valle’s persistent criticism of the church’s
involvement in a Medicare "Home Care
Program" for the elderly.
An FBI probe resulted in the convictions last year of the program’s director
and a supplier for conspiracy to defraud
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Judge’s ruling overturned

Painting ladies

Reporters’ confidential sources remain protected
SAN FRANCISCO AP
Two journalists cannot be
torced to divulge confidential sources for their Pulitzer
Prize-winning series on Synanon because such information does not go to the "heart" of the libel suit against
them. a California Court of Appeal has ruled.
The appeal court overturned a lower court ruling by
Marin County Superior Court Judge David Menary Jr.
requiring David and Cathy Mitchell to identify their
sources for the series that appeared in the Point Reyes
Light. which they used to own.
The state appeal court Thursday said Menary erred
in ordering the disclosure’s and that Synanon and its
founder. George E. Dederich, had not shown that the
identity of the sources was directly linked with Synanon’s
libel suit .
"As my: attorney points out, it shows you just can’t
file a lawsuit and use that to gel access to reporters’
notes." Mitchell said after learning of the decision. "Our
main argument here was that we weren’t the reporters on
the story this is a Reader’s Digest story about us."
The libel suit is based on a 1981 Reader’s Digest article written by David MacDonald called "The Little Paper
That Dares."
The confidental sources sought are not sources for the
Reader’s Digest article, which detailed the events and
stories that resulted in the Light receiving the Pulitzer
Prize for Meritorious Public Service, but for various articles and editorials written by the Mitchells for the Light.
The appeal court said the U.S. Constitution provides
"a privilege of sorts" to reporters in revealing their

sources, and that one test in determining whether the
privilege is applicable is whether the information goes to
the heart of the suit against the reporters.
Synanon. a drug and alcohol rehabilitation program.
contended the information sought was central to its claim
because it would provide critical evidence concerning
malice.
But the appeal court said the suit rests not upon any
statements written by the couple but upon an allgedly
libelous report about their writings.
It said the Mitchells are defendants not as authors or
publishers of allegedly libelous statements but as alleged
conspirators with the author or publisher.
"While the sources may be at the heart of some other
lawsuits, they appear to be located only at the extremities
of the present suit," the court said.
Al the heart, the court said, are such questions as, "Is
the Reader’s Digest article false in any respect? Has it
damaged the reputation of Synanon or Mr. Dederich?.
Was it published with actual malice?"
The decision also said no evidence was offered to
substantiate the claim that the Mitchells substantially:
contributed to publication of the article "in a manner
constituting an extreme departure from the journalistic
standards ordinarily adhered to by the responsible
press."
After the suit was filed, the Mitchells received two
requests for production of documents. The first listed ’27
broad categories and the second specified over 100 dire rent documents.

Plant fungus may be answer
to AIDS mystery, report says
BOSTON AP) AIDS may be caused by a plant
fungus that mimics a drug used to lower immunity in
organ transplant patients, federal scientists say.
But a report by the research group emphasized,
"These results are extremely preliminary."
The fungus. which has never been known to cause
disease in human beings, has been found in the blood of
victims of AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency syndrome. It produces a substance that is chemically similar to cyclosporin, a new drug used to temporarily
lower natural resistance in transplant patients.
Unusual forms of the fungus, called Thermoascus
crustaceus. were found in the blood of three AIDS patients by researchers from the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases in Bethesda, Md. The
work was described in a letter in Thursday’s edition of
t he New England Journal of Medicine.
AIDS destroys the body’s ability to fight off disease. No one knows its cause, and the fungus is the
latest suspect to be identified. Many other scientists
say they think a virus is the most likely culprit.
Homosexuals, Haitians, abusers of injectable
drugs and hemophiliacs are most likely to get AIDS. It
apparently is spread by sexual contact, contaminated
needles and blood transfusions, not casual contact.
Since AIDS appeared in 1979, it has struck more

Federal defecit
soars to new high

.
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The federal deficit grew to a record size in the
and a presidential adviser
fiscal year just ended
warned that another recession is likely if measures to
stop the red ink are not taken before the 1984 elections.
Meanwhile, surging company profits were reported Wednesday and executives expressed confidence in sustained economic recovery, two surveys
showed.
The $195.5 billion deficit for the fiscal year ended
Sept. 30 far outstripped the previous record deficit of
$110.7 billion set in the previous year.
Presidential adviser Marlin Feldstein told a congressional panel Wednesday that if action to reduce
the deficits is delayed past next year’s elections, as
has been suggested, the result "will probably produce
a recession in fiscal year 1986."
Nonetheless, with some exceptions, U.S. companies are enjoying higher profits as the economy Miproves.
For the latest quarter, Gulf Oil Corp. posted a 74
percent increase, Mobil Corp. was up 42 percent.
Northwest Airlies gained 67 percent and AnheuserBusch Co. Inc. rose 27.5 percent.
One of the most dramatic improvements came
from Chrysler Corp.. the auto giant which only a few
years ago was on the brink of collapse. Chrysler said
Wednesday that higher sales and lower expenses
helped it produce a profit of $100.2 million in the third
quarter compared with a $9.4 million profit a year
earlier.

Mail-order rule
protects consumer
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Christmas catalogs will be piling up before you
know it, and consumers who want the convenience of
shopping by mail should learn their rights so holiday
presents don’t turn into post -holiday problems.
The Federal Trade Commission says it gets more
complaints about mail-order sales during January and
f’ebruary than at any other time of the year. And the
FT(’ says most of the people who write don’t know
about the protection they have under something called
the Mail Order Merchandise Rule.
The rule is designed to lessen problems with goods
that don’t arrive when promised. In general, it requires marketers to send your order within 30 days
( unless otherwise specified in advance) or give you the
option of a refund.
Ilere’s how the rule works:
You place an order for a piece of merchandise
an appliance, perhaps on Nov. 2. The advertisement
does not specify a delivery date. Assume your letter
arrives at the seller’s office on Nov. 5. The appliance
must be shipped by Dec. Sat the latest.
If there’s a problem, the seller must mail you an
"option notice," telling you the new shipping date and
including a postage-free way for you to let the company know whether you agree to the new date or want
to cancel your order and get a refund.
If there are less than 30 days between the old and
new shipping dates, you must return the option notice
or the company has the right to assume you’ve agreed
to the delay. If there are more than 30 days between
the two dates, the burden shifts; the company must
cancel your order and send you a refund if it doesn’t
hear from you.

than 2,500 people and claimed more than 1,000 lives,
according to the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta.
"Our main interest is to get this to the scientific
community and let them take a shot at it," Folks said
in an interview. "We have some information that’s
very encouraging but not solid. We want to see if other
scientists can find the fungus. We need a lot of people
to be looking for it."
Ordinarily, Thermoascus crustaceus is found in
plants in many parts of the world. It grows in warm
places, such as under rotting leaves, and thrives best
at the temperature of the human body.
Until the scientists found the fungus in cultures of
the AIDS patients’ blood, it had never been known to
live inside humans.
The fungus makes a chemical dubbed CyAIDS
that has a similar molecular weight to cyclosporin.
It also shows up during a chemical analysis that is
intended to monitor levels of cyclosporin in the blood.
CyAIDS causes mild suppression of immunity in
the test tube. But so far, the scientists are not sure
what effect it has in the body.
In their report, the scientists said they found high
levels of CyAIDS in the blood of four AIDS patients but
not in the blood of normal people.
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Judge sentences ’mama’s boy’
CHICAGO AP) A 54 -year-old "mama’s boy," sen&need to spend two years at home under his mother’s
wing for burglary, was rearrested for taking a walk by
himself and sentenced to six years in prison.
"He was always tied to my apron strings. but he left
the house to get some medicine and was picked up,"
Gessner Cochran, 75, said Thursday of her son, Perry.
"He didn’t do anything bad. I want him back.
"He always was a homebody even when he was little,
and he did my housework. shoveled snow and mowed the
lawn," Mrs. Cochran said. "He is a good boy."
Circuit Judge Dwight McKay passed sentence Monday as Mrs. Cochran and the family’s pastor pleaded for
leniency. Public defender George Morrissey said he will
appeal the severity of the sentence.
Mrs. Cochran has an ailing 79-year-old husband to
care for. A second son, Reggie. 33, lives at home but is
busy with his junkyard job. The family lives in suburban
Robbins in a modest neighborhood.
"Judge McKay originally sentenced Perry to home
confinement from January 1982 to January 1984 on a bur
glary charge." Morrissey said. "He took in consideration
(hat Perry. since 1965, did not have an arrest record.
"Before then 0965) he had been in and out of jail

several times on misdeamenor convictions," Morrissey
said. "Perry said he had found God, his attitude had
changed and he was in charge of a Bible study program."
Perry was convicted of breaking into a home and
stealing, among either things, a TV set. Morrissey said
that in passing the unusual home sentence, McKay also
took into account crowded prisons.
Perry went "straight" for 19 months, obeying the
sentence that allowed him to leave home only to take his
mother shopping or to church. Morrissey said.
"Police were familiar with the case. They picked him
up three months ago walking on the street by himself 112
miles from home," said Morrissey. "He was in custody
from that time until sentencing Monday. He indicated he
was returning from a store where he went to buy medicine."
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Football injuries
Conditioning and electronics
keep Spartans in lineup
By Pat Sangimino
Football and injuries go hand -in -hand.
No MR‘ knows that better than Spartan
trainer Charlie Miller.
There will always be the minor injuthe muscle pulls, sprained ankles
ht.!,
and, of course, the bumps and bruises. But
according to Miller. the serious injuries
have been drastically reduced in the last
!firer

ears

Miller said that injuries usually go in
I.,. cies This season there have been a
rather large number of bruised shoulders,
but he ;aided that he would rather see the
bruises than the major injuries that keep a
plaer out ot the lineup, or worse require
surgery
"Major injuries have decreased baso-all . tor two reasons,- Miller said. "The
equip! ant we are using allows us to get
the players back into the lineup quicker
and I 11)111k
hat the athletes have been
!WI Cr physical specimens in the last few
ears
Jack h:Iw ay has done a good job of
oltini! better athletes to come to San Jose
Sue A player who is in good physical
condition is less likely to get hurt than a
marginal athlete. UM’ a,i
that the players have
;waded major injuries is year-round
training Most of the players are involved
an oll-season weight lifting program
ant Miller said that "the smart and dedicated players will lift weights year
round
Although Miller said that muscle
strength is not the key to curing all injuries. V. 111’11 the muscle tone is better. the
ti iii’ is better protected from being damaged
Si lar Ihis season only one player
liii latrine has been lost for the
01 an injury. Patrone was
’a iii
in lured in the second week of the season
agmnst California when he twisted his
knee awl hire ligaments.
Fortunately Ii r miller, all of the injuries this season have been to a lesser deheCinISC

gree. Equipment in the Spartan training
room has allowed players to receive treatment for their a :lments.
In terms of mending injuries. SJSU
has definitely entered the electronic era.
Some of the apparatus in Miller’s training
room looks straight out of Star Wars. The
cost of some of this equipment can be coin
pared with some of George Lucas’ props
too
One machine costs as much as $21,00ei
but thanks to team physician Marto!
Trieb, most of the equipment has been de
nated to the Spartans.
"If there is one problem with the
training room here," Miller said, it is too
small. I don’t have a lot of area to work,
but in terms of equipment, I’d say that we
rank right up there. Dr. Trieb has kept us
well taken care of as far as having modern
equipment."
Electrical stimulation is used to do
different things, but the "Dynawave Machine" is used to reduce pain and decrease
swelling by fluctuating the pulse rate in
the area of injury.
The "Dynawave," which was bought
four years ago by the football program, is
the most versatile machine in the training
room. Ti) reduce pain, the machine is
turned up at a higher rate and to decrease
the swelling a lower rate is used.
Offensive lineman Ken Delgado uses
the. "Dynawave" every day before practice tor about 15 minutes. Delgado’s right
knit’ was injured against Stanford and he
uses the machine to keep the swelling
down.
But using the machine is a painful experience, according to Delgado. The electricity shoots into his knee with the "pins
and needles" effect.
"It hurts when I’m using it," Delgado
said. "I don’t know how it works, but it
always feels good afterwards."
Miller added, "Just about everyone
who gets injured uses the ’Dynawave’ because it reduces both pain and swelling."
Another machine in the training room

I
1101

Gs

is the "Cybex" that graphs the progress of
an injured player. It transfers the force
that is put into it and graphs it to show if
the injury has improved. Miller said that it
is primarily used for testing quadraceps
and hamstring muscles.
When Gil Byrd injured his knee during
his junior year at SJSU, he was a constant
user at the "Cybex." At that time he said
that if he ever muck. it big in the National
Football League, he would buy the Spar-

tan football team a new "Cybex" machine.
Byrd was drafted by the San Diego
Chargers in the first round and is now the
starting left cornerback for the Chargers.
One ounce. of prevention goes a long
way and Miller realizes that. Before each
practice. Miller estimates that he goes
through three cases of protective tape. Al
the beginning of the season, he ordered 357
cases and the football team has dipped
into the bulk of that already.

BALE

Open this past summer.
Stanford, also from the Pac-10, coun
ters with Kathleen McCarthy. The freshman was the 1982 California State junior
champion and the second lowest amateur
in the ’83 Open. Teamming with McCarthy
is sophomore Kathy Kostas, a 1981 Western Junior champion and an American Junior Golf Association All-American in
1981-82.
Despite the talented teams, SJSU
coach Mark Gale said his team shouldn’t
have anything to worry about.
"If the team limits the mistakes, we
will do well," Gale said.
Texas Tech coach Jay McClure said
his team hasn’t played a lot this season
because of rain, but it has been doing
enough to slay sharp.
"We’ve been playing well in practice
rounds," McClure said. "We expect to
play well in this tournament because we
are familiar with the golf course. We are
also excited about coming to California."
McClure said he feels SMU and Tulsa
will be the schools to beat .
"SMU is always tough, and they have
been for years," McClure said. "I would
guess they might be stronger than they
were last year. Tulsa is always good because of the fine coaching of Dale McNamara.

The Lady Spartans are coming off of a
victory at the West Coast Invitational golf
tournament held last week. They finished
with 899 points.
Other tournament participants include Stanford, Arizona State. Indiana
University, Southern California, United
States International University, Texas
Tech University, Texas A&M, University
of HawaiLand Sacramento State.
Tulsa will feature Tammy Welburn,
Kim Gardner from Paris, France, Diane
Dickman, Adele Lukken, and tournament
favorite Jody Rosenthal, a two-time AllAmerican junior, who finished third in last
year’s NCAA championships. Tulsa head
coach Dale McNamara said she is looking
forward to the California trip.
"We are anxious to come out because
"I am leaning toward them," he conwe’ve heard a lot of good things about the
Rancho Murieta Course," McNamara tinued, "because they are a national
champion candidate."
said.
ASU coach Linda Vollstedt said her
McNamara said that her team’s performance has also been limited because of squad is looking forward to the competiKathryn Uzzarth,
tion.
Lady Spartan Lisa Ferrante. shown here at last weekend’s West Coast bad weather.
"We will be tough because the girls
"Our tournament competition has
Invitational, will join her team today through Wednesday in Sacrabeen halted because of hurricanes," she are ready to play," Vollstedt said. " It’s
mento).
good to compete against someone like
said.
McNamara said she feels that SMU is SMU because it makes your team play
harder and want to keep pace."
the team to beat
Stanford coach Tim Baldwin feels conThe Mustangs are led by sophomore
players.
Jamie De Weese. who was New York State fident about the tournament despite the
But all that seems to have been I argot - champion in 1982.
By William R. Barnard
fact Stanford has played only one match.
ten. The arrival of Sampson has been like
AP Sports Writer
"Our goal is to win the tournament in
Sophomore Heather Farr leads the
11011sToN I AP Elvin Hayes, who
the birth of a prince who solved a sticky Arizona State Sun Devils. Farr was the Sacramento and also win the Stanford
problem of royal succession.
has faced all of the great centers in his 15
low arnateur in the 1983 Women’s ti S
tournament next weekend." Baldwin said.
Kareem
"I played against them all
years as a pro basketball player, has no
doubts that a new superstar will be among
Chamberlain, Bill Waltbn, Rill Russell
his teammates on the Houston Rockets
----------- NM
and I tell you Ralph has the ability to be a
11= NM II
Ellls SIM NI=
this season.
good or better than any of them," Hayes
50C I
150C
and
attitude
tremendous
"He has a
said. "Kareem has already scored his
look for nothing but greatness from Ralph
points, and Ralph is just starting. But Ku’
I
Sampson," Hayes said Thursday, two
reem never did go into the corner and
days before the Rockets with their 7 -fool -4
shoot like Ralph can. Ralph could play
rookie sensation open their season against
guard."
the San Antonio Spurs.
Hayes said Sampson’s achievements
Hayes will be 38 next month and is the
this year might not meet what some exoldest player in the National Basketball
pect of him. After all the Rockets were a
miserable 14-68 last season.
Association. In his career, he has played
I
"He might not set the world on fire.
more minutes than any other NBA perRentals
Record
I
hut he will attract a lot of attention and I*
former in history, and only Will Chamber*
will be a great center. He knows how to
lain and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar have
Bring this coupon in and get
I
I
sacrifice himself to make his teammate’s
scored more points
p ***
504 OFF when you rent two
better "
Although his days as a player are
I
I
records. Sale items not included.
The 6-9 Hayes will be a backup power
nearly over. Hayes is like a kid again, bubA slight deposit required.
I
forward for Houston again this season, his I0/
bling with enthusiasm over the 22-year-old
second year coming off the bench after a
Sampson
I
PHONE: 725-8378
long college and pro career as a starter
Hayes has been accused in the past of
50(1 I
504 M -F 3 9PM S10 7 Closed Sunday
being a "clubhouse lawyer," causing dis- and star. But he sees himself ’in another
role helping Sampson learn the ropes.
MI Mt tENNI=INE
sension and discord among coaches and
MIIIMIIIMMIMIIIIMOMMIIIIIMI
1=1111

’Sampson will be star
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Tourney features national champ TCU

A

Spartan offensive tackle Ken Delgado, left,
uses the Dynawave machine under the
guidance of trainer Charlie Miller. Along with
conditioning, the Dynawave has been credited with keeping SJSU players on the field
instead of on the trainers’ table.

Martin

Lady golfers face
the nation’s best
By Luther Mitchell
Three of last year’s top four teams
should provide stiff comeptition for the
SJSU women’s gull’ team this week.
Defending national champion Texas
Christian University, national runner-up
Tulsa and fourth-ranked Southern Methodist University will highlight the third
annual Western Women’s Intercollegiate
Golf Championships at Rancho Murieta
Country Club in Sacramento. The tournament begins today at 8 a.m, and runs
through Wednesday.

Lizo Murphy
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spoor of
serious musk."

with Prof. Poen
Soleckolo
end !Ito
Sowil-Pro
Musks Antique

$ pot, Monday, Octolmor 31 PRIM Confer, Cupertino
$1350. $12. $11 (Students 1.3 off) STUDENT RUSH $350
hour before performance CHARGE -BY-PHONE (415) 497.4:117
Tickets available at Tresidder fictret Office. BASS. Flint Center Bo
Office. San Jose Box Odra. and other Bay Area ticket agencies
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Residents ’train’ for Olympics
LOS ANGELES i API - Planning a little trip to Tinsellown for next summer’s Olympics and need a place to
stay?
Maybe a country French coach house that sleeps four
for $2,450 a week ... or a four -bedroom home with a gt.&
house and live-in maid in the flatlands of Evverly Hills for
$8,400 a week ... or a 26-room castle, complete with maid
service and riding trails, in the hills of Flintridge for $21.000a week.
With hundreds of thousands extra people expected to
pack into the Los Angeles area for next summer’s Olympics, many homeowners are enticed by the prospect of
renting out their homes for huge suns of money.
Scores of companies have sprung up - - some of them
literally overnight - that promise to try to match up a
home with would-be renters. Most, at least initially,
wanted fees of $50 to 875 up front to put a home on their
list.
Even the mayor’s office has gotten into the act, host.

ing a seminar earlier this month to leach home-rental
businesses what laws apply to them.
II was a topic well chosen. Many rental firms have
been operating outside the law, either intentionally or
through ignorance, officials say.
The Games, which will be held next July 28 to Aug. 12,
are expected to attract between 200,000 and 325.000 extra
tourists on any given day and somewhere between 650,000
and 1 million overall.
The Visitors Bureau steadfastly points out that there
are enough hotel rooms to handle the situation - 149,000
of them in the region where most events will be held,
stretching from Santa Barbara, NO miles northwest of
downtown Los Angeles, to Newport Beach, 45 miles south.
But as one city official put it. "Who’s going to want to
rent a hotel room in Riverside or someplace like that
when they could get a private home near where everything is happening?"

Student Health Services will conduct self breast examinations from 3 to 4 p.m. today and from from noon to 1
p.m. tomorrow in Health Building Room 208. Contact
Oscar Battle at 277-3622 or 277-2222 for more information.

Representatives from International Program will be
available to answer questions concerning the year-long
foreign study programs from noon to 1 p.m. tomorrow at
the Student Union information table. Contact Cardine at
277-3781 for more information.
A free concert of the SJSU jazz band, sponsored by
Reed Magazine, will be held at noon tomorrow in the
Ampitheater. The magazine is also sponsoring a Creative
Arts Faire from 4 to 6 p.m. in the S.U. Costanoan Room,
where free wine and cheese will be served. For more
information call Pat Nohrder at 258-6316.
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SPARTAGUIDE
"Halloween Poetry With Witches and Goblins," sponsored by the A.S. Program Board, will start 11:30 a.m.
today at the upper pad of the Student Union. For more
information call Alan Day at 277-2807.

reseVE YOU

TODAY WE HAVE THE
WINNER OF E4NRKHAM HALL:S
PUMPKIN CNCV/Nle CONTEST

x5Litallt

The Humanities Club will hold a meeting at 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. Montalvo Room. For more information call 226-7902.

Dean Forn:nati

Martin the Spartan
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CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AIDS KS FOUNDATION NEEDS volun
fifers Pick 1 3 hr weekly shift
on the hotline Cell David at 298

thong. in the earth today Vigil on
Sunday if 8 30 arn 11 00 am or
6 30 prn

Rides awilble 1255
SJ. near 280 and Race

Pedro St

No Nemo.. Ncessmy Photos
Unlimited Eves 972 2120

ISTS

John

B

Anderson

11980

?

when

THERE IS NO GOD or is there, The
Overcomers believe ther is Come
N posnence new life in Christ every

Cand for Pros is I orming the
National Unity Party We nNd 80K

Wednesday night it 7 30 Costa
noan Room. Student Union 279

registered in Calif

2133

by Jan. 84 to

1026
SIERRA DESIGNS IS OPENING new
store in San Jose We have imme
diet. openings for sales persons
Pert
ski tech
bookkeeper end
and full time day and eves Nail

qualify Cell Mike 370.7631
CHILD

ABUSE

TREATMENT

PRO
GRAM Enhence personal end pro
fessioNI growth as VOLUNTEER

INTERN in world renowned local
support
Counseling
program
services edmin detos processing
publoc

swereness
fundraising
etc Br 11 mono ling.! ell thapors
grad Co undergred Experience from
clerical to post grad intro to motto
vert

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chrostien Cen
ter Sunday Lutheran 10 45 am
Catholic 4 00 and 800 pm
Prey., group Tuesday at 5 00 pm
Please call campus Ministry 298

PO Box 952

SJ 95108

280 5055
DENTAL ’VISION

PLAN for students

Enrok now, Save your !Nth end
eyes and elso money Onion/union
AS office or phone 371 8811

study

study

guide

to George Swollen. 2829 Penn.
coa Crk Rd . 53 95132
JESUS IS LORD of SJSU Meranathe
invites you to participate on New
Testament Chrostoenoy and see
this world changed for the glory of
Swee
God Sundey 11 00 rn
Thursday
ney Hall 1 00 p m
7 30 p m SO Guadelupe Rm
KARATE DO & KABUDO CLASSES
Okonawan
TraditioN1 Japanese
Shy
o
Shorins
ShotoKen
Kobudo (weapon)
treonong Karate do & Kobudo like
other mantel or cultural arts. hes
its eim et nothing less than to
Classical

society
better person for
The Intoning is herd to mike the
his
physocal
and
confront
person

mak

st
e motional !monitions.
oriental end physical control to help
the person overcome the limns
tions of the ego

It emphasizes

courtesy end respect, the person
being on harmony with self and
others Contact Japan Karate Do.
&
Kobudo
Renshinkan/Shenne
Dom 3232 El Cerviono RN1 Santa

car you need a Volk..
geno Severel to choose from Fl
nancing available Cell Andre 285

5888 Fee Free
Isnot., manial
KOBUDO SEMINAR
art weeponsl The workshop will
cover hew techniques and bete
using the ho sao menchelou end
6 Cell 14081
143 1611 or14151236 5868

tonla

Sunday

Nov

LADY SPARTAN CLUB SOFTBALL
Spring schedule set for women in
playing
fast cinch
I.
ed
on
softball vs intercollegiate teams
Fund moms end booster 8 helps
P.O your SJSU fees & books See
you Nov 2 II 9. 4pm 860 202
Cell 218 5988 or 277 3158 for
info
LOOK NO FURTHER, Daytime Bible
Studies.
The
Bapto.
Student
Unmn is ectove and wants to grow
at 5.150 Come end be a pert of
Time every Wed et
11 30 in the Guadalupe Am For
other Brae study times and activ
noes rell Karen at 377 0772 or
Fellowship

David M14151985 0151
COMPETITORS
KARATE
SJSU
needed Join B. compete on this .5
crone fist Noon Non Dovismns
int
aftv
in men women beg
form & sparring Next meet Nov
12 San Diego Call 243 1611
SJSU SHOTO KAN KARATE CLUB re
eeeeeee d on incr.,.
grouprng If
no your knowledge II skill in the
art of Wrote with your own SJSU
Karate Club come hy PER 280 3
to 4 30 pm on 1 F or call 629
0411 for into All levels ere wet
o on. beg thru *Avant-sod We can
all achieve logether in refinement
of ourselves
SOMEBODY CARES ABOUT YOU at
Evangel Christian Fellowship Our
church is Idled with denture.
Wong people who Whew ohm
God is alive end doing wit-gong

needs pt

thew days. cell now 287 4570

work on call at wanton hours
54 50’hr We run this ad all se
master Apply 1040 N 4th or call
Don at 288 8647

HELP WANTED
AMBITIOUS, NEED EXTRA CASH, But
can only work pen time, NNW

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SJSU
Contrawor’ has 51e/3ba home in

9249.000

3br/2ba

West S J

evenings 7 9

hoe. in
Cii Asya

$145.500

Peck. Century 21 2520370

Exclusive tenito
nee offering excellent pan tone on
come with flee hrs Ccc GIN. at

AVON SALES REPS

RMS WHIT PRIV 3 ham Mow
good neighborhood. near SJSU
has

998 0407

S250 plus 1,3 util

smoker

CLEANER NEEDED FT,PT
Mod
hew own vehicle
xvorli, high pay Call 378 3382

CARPET

Must

Own room 100101 vngarden $225
per month

serious business oriented people
for exciting opportunity in solar
10

Pen or lull time Min
weak Cell John Mack

per

14081 733 7272 or send resume
7408 Mary Ave Sunnyvale

CA 94086
TIME hostess for
w.kends
No experience nec
Nice Chinese rest Apply in person
at 13398 Forst St
S J Tu Fro
p w Pesoswo open
now Ash for Dennis
1 30 10 00

NUTRITIONAL

Reword no questrons asked,

PERSONALS

Consul.,
making
Columbia
money working full lime or pen
time You will help people to meet
he.. nanntional needs ho providing
them with an ecellent doe, supple
moot This nutritious product is de
signed to eNble people to gem
loose
or meorneon their body
weight For more inf onnetton cell
Independent Colombo. Consultant
e l 14081 294 9800 8 em to 5
pro Mondey thru Friday

Dancer

929 Inverness Way Sun

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING to say’
Reed Mow is accepting your writ
ing and en work for the student
meowing, in FOB 102
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC Unw.ted hot
removed forever Confidenbal By
247 7488

only

Beywood Aw

335 So

Sees... CA,

We with cerebral relay
com
minion Coll Brian after 5 pm 298
2308

SERVICES
BECAUSE OF YOUR FANTASTIC RE
SPONSE lam repeating my offer
Bare n ell, Stop shaving was

esperrenc

necessary
Hwang Bay

Models
Area agency sssss new faces Eu
rope New York Tokyo work pos
14081 559
wide Cell for spin
Pruneyerd
The
2420
3930

L ANN@

Campbell. CA 95008
PT now end foil tone
Flesible
semester break
hours Filing customer contort
telephones Cell Judy it Russell
Furndure 263 9043

OFFICE ASST
during

PART TIME REG

LEADER WANTED

Mon Fro
$4 50 15 00 per hr
1 6 deys Cell
2 00 6 00 p m
14081 998 4400 eel for June
Work study stud.,
PHOTOGRAPHIC MODEI S WANTED
Earn learn end build portfolio
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MOVING

HAULING

and

odd sobs

SJSU senior w1:2 ton Puck can
help Experienced, dependable and
flexible Bruce 277 8837

?RICK oR

nancy tests and counseling shot
lion to 14 wks
All services in

Jim Bricker

The Spartan Daley

PREGNANT, NEED HELP, Chow. Mid
owl Group can help with preg
weeke or soles,

confidentiall and
supportive environment For info,
matron cell end talk to 001 coun
selors at 358 2788
PSYCHOTHERAPIST IN PRIVATE Ptde
lice will prowde tutoong to psy
chologv students in the sssss of
clinical and abnormal psychology
Fee $15’11. Coll Rick Torres 287
7221

TRAVEL
SAIL MEXICO aboerd a 70 square
rigged schooner from 2 wks to 5

Sheila Neal

Isaac the Newt
6
NWroN ?/.
1F0271:7111N
oLcorao Mt NoMc!

Lwe your fantasy, Sail
away Dec 2 on the Stone Witch.
Pier 33. SF 94111 14151 431

(
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COW-Tell

TYPING
ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro
work guaranteed

all

Specializing in

sssss rch papers. resumes APR
format thesis tYang 951 .0"d
spondence. and manuscripts win
now of

1981 San Jose Regional

Typing Contest

Located near San
Jose Flee Market Looking forward
to working wnh you Off hrs
8 30 5 30 M F

Avadable eve

ei

wknds by request Call Jane 251
5941
TYPING

Fast

conswerthous

depend

PROFESSIONAL

Experienced

Imes satisfaction guaranteed IBM
Conectong SOIOCIOC Cell Nan, al

All Wooed for TYPING THAT’S TOPS
TRUST TONY 296 2087 Som.
Clara 18M Selector available 7

CALL

LINDA

wired

FOR

EXPERT

aspen

professional typing

rebianl.

Tenn

Near

Almden

Branham Len.

relurn on s11 papers

CHOOSE T L C
penis.
in

resumes
and
14 yrs experience

Willow Glen area. easy access
Cell Marcia Ilem 8pon Inn later
pleas&

Expwy

Guerenteed quick

custom

cover loners

EXCELLENT QUALITY TYPING

Phone 264

plate professionalism ate low

Com
SI11

dent rate Prices start et 51.0.95
(Technical typing and f.11111. are

TYPING SERVICE Ex

University
formats
S 1 25 double spew Pica page
Charts take longer so cost more

prices slightly higher 1
Jeannie 274 1975
FAST

IBM Selector III Great Resumes,
Tellest to smallest type styles

FRIENDLY

70

wpm

Please mail

TYPING

SERVICE

Adler

Satellite

51 25 pg Blossom Holl,Los Gatos
area Troth Foster 358 3704

Cambrian/1G wee near Good Sam

ble spaced page call 842 5846
GIVE YOUR WORK thao quality look
deserves Typed as too like 1 ho
Mem.

Economise

HAYMOND ei TYSON SECRETARIAL
SERVICE
typing

Fast

accurate

IBM Selector II

GILROY AREA TYPING

prot

Call She

MRS

RYAN’S

TYPING

1 25/page This

SERVICE

6011101.10,

I am of

Wring 10% discount 11 000 bring
Your typing n.ds to me at least
one week before the due date Go
for the best, IBM selectric Proles
bowl
accu rate
guaranteed
252 6883
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST

Resumes

thesis reports produced on word
processor
Al) formats including
APR
Close to campus
From
$2 00 double speced page Phone
923 3901
QUALITY MAILORDER TYPING wing
correcting &corn Anything typed
Fast service Donation 40C OSpg
Om 1’n 0110 Alcala. PO Box C
18300 Tonkel CA 94974

Hospital Call Pat 356 2085

141

1408

ton at 926 9224

EDITING/TYPING 286 9448 !special
ir in term papers (use university
approved formets .5 . APA. T

ewers
lepers
resumes
etc
$1 25’page Idoubls spaced) Cos
woos transcription services wool
able

SERVICE

wail Santa Clara 249 0412

15 yrs prof ’leap Almost
14151989 4491

SECRETARIAL

Repons, theses. resumes. !mows
Fast and accurate Word prw

AMPRA’S OFFERS TYPING. word pro
cawing oecreleriel sew Dicta

end resumes from 51 25 per door

0503

370 2391
EASYTYPE

at Scott & San Tomas S C 14081

EXPERIENCED

Ten yews experience
100 w pm hoot. $1 25 per page.
list turnaround Will meet all deed

ports. etc Sunnyvale 736 8910

phone

AND

TYPIST

mon now

tweeting or using chemical
deplotornis Lei me permanently re

START THE YEAR OFF RIGHT, Return
Mg for out third year, Quality Sew
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